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STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT  

FRIDAY 13th NOVEMBER, 2009 

BUSAN-GYEONGNAM RACECOURSE 

 
Weather: Rain                                                                           Track moisture: R1-       11% 

                                                                                                                        R2-R5   13% 

                                                                                                                        R6-R7   14% 

                                                                                                                        R8-       16% 

                                                                                                                        R9-       17% 

                                                                                                                        R10-     19% 

 

 

STEWARDS: Brett A Wright (Chairman), Shin Yong Sang, Oh Tae-Bong and Lee Jung Hee 

 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT: BUSAN-GYEONGNAM RACECOURSE-SUNDAY 8th November, 2009 

RACE 4 – CLASS 4 (Foreign-bred)- Jockey Koo Young Jun(Neverending Champ) was warned for 

excessive use of the whip on the colt from between approaching the 300m to near the 200m. 

Jockey Yang Young Nam(Couldn’thelpmyself), who had previously received a warning, was fined 

50,000\ for excessive use of the whip on the filly after the 250m. 

 

RACE 5 – CLASS 2 (Domestic-bred)- Jockey Kim Eu Soo(World Class) reported that the neck 

strap attached to the breastplate on the horse, broke shortly after the start when his mount 

began very awkwardly but caused no impediment to the colt during the race.  

 

___________________________________________________ 

 

 

Race 1 1000m-CLASS 5 (Domestic-bred) 

 

Cheonjihae shifted out on jumping and for short distance after the 800m lay out. In the straight 

Bibong Hwangje hung in and when struck with the whip near the 250m, shifted out abruptly. 

Both Yeongildaero and Pungmasin raced greenly over the final 200m. Trainer Cho Yong Bae will 

be advised that as Bibong Hwangje’s race time(1:08.3) was outside the accepted time limit for 

1000m events, the colt must race trial to the satisfaction of the Stewards before being permitted 

to start again. A post race veterinary examination of Bibong Hwangje and Yeongildaero did not 

reveal any obvious abnormality. A sample was directed to be taken from Yeongildaero. 

 

 

Race 2 1000m-CLASS 4 (Foreign-bred) 

Gibraltarui Byeol reared as the start was effected, then shifted out and lost ground. Just after 

the start Joy Up shifted in abruptly and bumped the hindquarters of Scit Scat Cat, resulting in 

both horses being turned sideways. In the early stages Joy Up raced ungenerously with its head 

up. For some distance after the 700m Saetbyeol raced with its head up. About the 250m Joy 
Up(Gu Min Sung) lay in and brushed Siyah Sister, which became unbalanced. Jockey Gu Min 

Sung was told to exercise more care.  
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 Race 3 1200m-CLASS 5 (Domestic-bred) 

 

Dangdae Bulpae was slow to muster early speed. On jumping Dandok Sangseung was buffeted 

on several occasions between Namhansanseong and Volante, which rolled out. In the middle 

stages Namhansanseong lay out. Jockey Chae Gyu Jun(Dandok Sangseung) reported the colt 

commenced to lay in after the 300m and near the 100m he shifted to the outside of Click To 
Win., which was showing a tendency to also lay in. He said approaching the winning post, he 

had to check Dandok Sangseung, which was still laying in and shift in across the heels of Click 
To Win, which shifted out slightly, obliging him to stop riding and straighten the colt. A post 

race veterinary examination of Click To Win and Dandok Sangseung did not reveal any obvious 

abnormality. 

 

 

Race 4 1200m-CLASS 4 (Domestic-bred) 

 

Wanjeon Mujeok blundered when the gates opened. Crown Flag dipped on leaving the gates. 

Survival began awkwardly. When under pressure in the straight, Blue Carpet showed a 

tendency to lay in. A post race veterinary examination of Legend Victory did not reveal any 

obvious abnormalities.  

 

 

Race 5 1200m-CLASS 3 (Domestic-bred) 

 
Useungnapal and Grace Thunder bumped on leaving the gates. Trum Bell began awkwardly. 

Shortly after the start Hwimori and Grace Thunder bumped. After passing the 800m Grace 
Thunder commenced to hang out, carrying Remember Family wide, and on straightening hung 

out and bumped with Remember Family near the 400m. Grace Thunder continued to hang out for 

the remainder of the straight, proving difficult for jockey Han Sang Kyu to ride the gelding 

properly. Trainer Kim Byung Hak was advised a warning would be recorded against Grace 
Thunder and steps must be taken to rectify its bad behaviour. A post race veterinary 

examination of Trum Bell did not reveal any obvious abnormality, however; Remember Family 
was found to be lame in both forelegs. A sample was directed to be taken from Trum Bell. 
 

 

Race 6 1400m-CLASS 3 (Domestic-bred) 

 

Namdo Myoengjang lay out from the 800m and passing the 300m, commenced to shift out, 

proving somewhat difficult for Apprentice Lee Sung Jae to ride. When asked about the improved 

performance of Gangsan Tongil, trainer Kang Kui Sun explained that as the filly had performed 

better at its most recent start when ridden back, he instructed jockey Kim Yong Geun to ride 

Gangsan Tongil similarly today. He said that in today’s wet conditions, his instructions to take 

Gangsan Tongil wide in the straight had been favourable and added, that the filly was suited by, 

in his opinion, weaker opposition. A post race veterinary examination of Cheonji star did not 

reveal any obvious abnormality. 
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Race 7 1400m-CLASS 1 (Domestic-bred) 

On jumping Bulpae Yeoksa and Choegang Brand bumped. Perfect Play jumped in at the start and 

bumped Double Premium, which then shifted in and bumped with Luna. For some considerable 

distance after the 1200m, Dandok Gangja over-raced and would not settle. A post race 

veterinary examination of Bulpae Yeoksa did not reveal any obvious abnormality.  

 

Race 8 1800m-CLASS 3 (Domestic-bred) 

Hero Age and Ft. Hero were slow to move. At the start Fresh Dancer was checked severely and 

Galsaek Teukgeup badly hampered, when Rising King(Park Sung Kwang) jumped in. Jockey 

Park Sung Kwang was told that whilst it was accepted his mount had begun awkwardly, he must 

be better prepared and responder quicker than he did on this occasion. Near the 1600m Future 
Hoesanggok was momentarily inconvenienced when Vitamin rolled out slightly. Ensuing from an 

inquiry, jockey Jo Sung Gon(Final Punch)acknowledged his careless riding in that approaching 

the turn near the 1600m, he permitted his mount to shift in when insufficiently clear of Jageun 
Hwangje, which was carried in and checked. Stewards believed a fine should be imposed, 

however; as this was the third occasion for a similar offence and in accordance with KRA penalty 

guidelines, jockey Jo Sung Gon’s licence to ride in races was suspended for 2 race meetings, 

commencing on Friday 20th November and expiring on Friday 27th November, 2009, on which day 

he may ride. In the middle stages Vitamin raced very keenly. A post race veterinary 

examination of Revere Khan did not reveal any obvious abnormality, however; Fresh Dancer 
was found to have lost its near fore plate and Final Punch was found to be lame in the off 

foreleg. 

 

 

Race 9 1600m-CLASS 2 (Domestic-bred) 

 

Choegoui Jeonmang jumped awkwardly. On jumping The Beach and Baekdu Gangho bumped. 

Jockey Jo Sung Gon(Baekdu Gangho) was warned for allowing his mount to momentarily shift in 

near the 1100m crowding Indian Juliet onto Chenmansonihaenbok, which was steadied from 

the heels of Boulogne. A post race veterinary examination of The Beach and Baekdu Gangho 
did not reveal any obvious abnormality, however; Choegoui Jeonmang was found to be lame in 

the near foreleg. A sample was directed to be taken from The Beach. 

 

 

Race 10 1600m-CLASS 2 (Foreign-bred) 

Sangtu was slow to begin. On jumping, Full Forest, which had been slow to into stride, was 

tightened between Sun Dance and High Best, both of which shifted ground. About the 700m 

High Best was steadied and shifted out away from the heels of Jeongbeol Hwangje. When asked, 

Kim Sang Suk, trainer of Ungbi Cheonha explained that he had hoped the colt would be able to 

take up a forward position but as Ungbi Cheonha had not been beginning well in recent starts, 

he expected from the inside gate, that a midfield position was more likely. He added that Ungbi 
Cheonha was again sluggish on leaving the gates today but a clear run on the inside of Tricky 
Master, allowed jockey M Hitomi to take full advantage of the inside gate to lead, without using 

too much energy.  
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When questioned, jockey Park Jin Hee(Full Forest) explained she was instructed to race back in 

the field as has been the pattern in recent starts and wait until straightening before placing the 

colt under pressure. She said in accordance with her instructions she waited until straightening 

but was held up for a short distance behind Jeongbeol Hwangje and between Northern Diva and 

Sun Dance. She further said although she was able to shift to the outside of Sun Dance near the 

300m, she had received a considerable amount of kickback and had difficulty with visibility. She 

added for this reason after obtaining clear running from after the 300m, she did not ride Full 
Forest with her usual vigour. After considering all the circumstances, Jockey Park Jin Hee was 

told her riding over the final 300m was of considerable concern and strongly warned that she 

must make every effort to ensure her riding at all stages of a race leaves no room for query. A 

post race veterinary examination of Open On Sunday did not reveal any obvious abnormality.  

 

 

 

GENERAL: In addition to those horses reported sent for sampling, routine urine samples were 

ordered to be taken from the first three placed horses in each race. 

 

 

RIDING CHANGES: 

 

Race 6-4 Daegu Camilla- M Hitomi replaced E Nishimura (clerical error) 

 

 

 
SUMMARY OF ACTION TAKEN 

SUSPENSIONS Race 8 – Jo Sung Gon 

REPRIMANDS Nil 

FINES Yang Young Nam (supplementary) 

WARNINGS 

Koo Young Jun (supplementary) 
Race 5 – Grace Thunder 
Race 9 – Jo Sung Gon 
Race 10 – Park Jin Hee  

RACE TRIALS Race 1 – Bibong Hwangje 

STALL TESTS Nil 

BLEEDERS Nil 

DISQUALIFICATIONS Nil 

FALLS Nil 

FOLLOW UP Nil 

 

 


